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Will Allen is an organic farming visionary. A true activist, entrepreneur, and expert, he understands

the complexities of farming first hand and the impact that commercialization has had. In the early

nineteenth century as the American population grew rapidly, demands on crop output increased.

Seeing an opportunity to play upon fears from market demand, chemical companies declared war

on the vile, profit-sucking, output-wreaking, arch-nemesis of the average American farmer - bugs.

With precision, pesticide manufacturers delivered a "shock and awe" media campaign, that can only

be paralleled to the current blitzkrieg from today's pharmaceutical companies. Bugs were the threat

to the American dream - and there was a cure available to every farmer available in spray, granule,

dust, or systemic form that could be applied to your crops. Will Allen's War on Bugs reveals how

advertisers, editors, scientists, large scale farmers, government agencies, and even Dr. Seuss,

colluded to convince farmers to use deadly chemicals, hormones, and genetically modified

organisms (GMOs) in an effort to pad their wallets and control the American farm enterprise.

Utilizing dozens of original advertisements and promotions to illustrate the story, Allen details how

consumers and activists have struggled against toxic food. Echoing the warnings of seminal works

on the topic like, The Jungle by Upton Sinclair, 100,000 Guinea Pigs by Arthur Kallet and F.J.

Schlink, and Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, The War on Bugs shouts that the time to stop

poisoning our food, water, air, and ourselves is now!
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Eating Oil: "The War On Bugs" Sounds A "Pharm Alarm" About the Toxic History of American

AgricultureBy Dr. Rob Williams, Vermont Commons editorRead more about this book at [...]East

Thetford, Vermont's Will Allen of Cedar Circle Farm is no ordinary tiller of the soil. The former

marine, jailed for anti-war protests during the Vietnam Era, also possesses a Ph.D. in Anthropology,

a long track record as a citizen/activist, and now, a new book brilliantly entitled "The War On Bugs."

Allen's story is a remarkable expose, ten years in the making, that highlights the often-sordid

relationship among what might be awkwardly termed "corporate agricultural interests," Madison

Avenue, and the U.S. Empire's military/industrial complex. Let's collectively call this trio "Big

Pharm."As always, history is a useful starting place. In his Pulitzer Prize-winning book Guns,

Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies, author Jared Diamond coined the term "farmer

power" to describe the dramatic increase in land productivity (and economic and political might) that

emerged with the Neolithic Revolution in agriculture roughly 10,000 years ago, a series of

processes that gave us the very best and worst of human civilization. Allen's analysis in "The War

on Bugs" charts the arrival of a second agricultural revolution, which began around the time of the

so-called American "Civil War" during the 1860s, when U.S.-based chemical companies declared

war on two scourges: bugs of every description, and declining soil fertility.Allen's great strength lies

in combining short and pithy analytical vignettes detailing the various tools and tactics used by an

evolving "Big Pharm" industry with a cornucopia of visual material.

Farming is a important component of the world economy and it ranks as the most important in terms

of human survival. Food is vital to the continuance of any species and with multiple billions of

individuals inhabiting the planet, the volume of food needed to sustain the population is staggering.

In order to protect crops and better ensure that food continues to be produced in massive quantities,

chemical companies and government collaborators have created all sorts of chemical compounds to

eliminate insects and the use/misuse of these chemicals and other questionable practices forms the

basis of this book, the War on Bugs, a book written by a man who has extensive experience in

organic farming and is concerned that the chemicals intended to kill bugs are much too toxic and

could pose a threat to humans.Growing large amounts of food is much more challenging then it was

in the past. It is also more critical, since there are far fewer farmers producing much larger volumes

of food then at any point in history. In order to facilitate this transformation from small, family farmer

to large, mega- farm, chemical compounds were created to help fend off insects and other pests.

Many of these compounds are potentially very harmful, but big businesses continue to manufacture

these compounds and sell them to farmers for direct use on crops. To make matters worse,



governments are often co- conspirators; encouraging the use of these poisons to control insects

while completely ignoring the long- term impact on the health of the citizens.Pesticides are one of

the main items discussed in this book, but they are only one part of the problem.
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